Introduction {#sec1-0969141315623980}
============

Overdiagnosis in the context of cancer screening is the diagnosis, as a result of screening, of cancer which would not have been diagnosed in the lifetime of the host if screening had not taken place.^[@bibr1-0969141315623980]^ An ideal estimate of overdiagnosis could be derived from a randomized trial of screening in which the control group was never screened and both groups were followed up to 100% expiry. In the absence of trial data, a way to estimate overdiagnosis is from trends in observational data on national or regional incidence of breast cancer, in conjunction with the time of introduction of screening.^[@bibr2-0969141315623980][@bibr3-0969141315623980][@bibr4-0969141315623980]--[@bibr5-0969141315623980]^ Researchers often estimate trends in incidence prior to screening and project these to predict incidence during the screening period. An excess between the observed and the predicted incidence may be partly attributable to overdiagnosis. However, some of the excess will also be due to lead time, the diagnosis as a result of screening of cancers which would otherwise have been diagnosed symptomatically some years later.

There are two major problems to be overcome in estimation of overdiagnosis from observational data: estimation of the incidence to be expected in the absence of screening and taking account of lead time.^[@bibr6-0969141315623980]^ To be effective, screening has to detect substantial numbers of cancers a number of years earlier than they would have been diagnosed due to symptoms, so there is inevitably an observed excess incidence in a screened population. To separate the excess due to earlier diagnosis from that due to overdiagnosis requires either long follow-up or estimation of the likely lead time of the screen-detected tumours. It is desirable that the lead time estimates should not be from screen-detected cancers, as these will include overdiagnosed tumours.^[@bibr7-0969141315623980]^ The lead time is a function of the mean sojourn time, the duration of the preclinical screen-detectable period.

In this paper, we used data from the Cancer Registry of Norway and the Norwegian Breast Cancer Screening Programme (NBCSP) to estimate overdiagnosis. We compared observed and expected cancers in the screening programme adjusted for trends in incidence and lead time. The estimates of lead time were derived entirely from interval cancers, and therefore do not include any overdiagnosed cases. Thus, there was no over-correction due to overdiagnosed cancers being used in the lead time estimates.

Data and methods {#sec2-0969141315623980}
================

The NBCSP started in November 1995, offering biennial two-view mammography to women aged 50--69, a population varying around 500,000 women. The programme began in four of the 19 counties in Norway and achieved nationwide coverage of invitation in 2005. Women receive a personal invitation by post every two years, regardless of their cancer history.^[@bibr8-0969141315623980]^ Mammography is carried out in specialist breast centres, and mammograms are double read. In 1995, only 956 screens took place and there were only three screen-detected cancers. We therefore included 1995 in our nominal pre-screening period. By the end of 2000, 39% of the eligible population had been screened at least once. By the end of 2005, the figure was 88%. Attendance at screening varies around 76%.^[@bibr9-0969141315623980]^

Data were supplied by the Cancer Registry of Norway under strict confidentiality and non-disclosure conditions. We obtained data on breast cancers, invasive and in situ from the Cancer Registry of Norway, including age at and date of diagnosis, from 1953 to 2009 (ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) was only registered from 1993 onwards). The NBCSP provided data on detection mode (outside of the screening cohort, screen detected, interval cancer, non-attender, not invited due to upper age limit and not invited as opted out). From the NBCSP, we had data on all screening invitations and attendances from November 1995 to December 2009. We also had tabular data on the resident female population in Norway by age and calendar year, as estimated in January every year. Age was calculated by subtracting the date of birth from the relevant calendar time.

We first estimated log-linear trends in incidence rates, per individual calendar year within each five-year age group from 50--54 to 80--84, using data from years 1985--95, by fitting a Poisson regression model in each age group of the form $$\text{ln}(\text{c}) = \text{a} + \text{bx} + \text{ln}(\text{P})$$ where c is the number of cases in a given year, x is the year and P is the person-years at risk within that year. Thus, b is the trend in increasing log incidence with time.

Duffy et al. noted that long-term pre-screening trends did not give good prediction of the incidence in the screening period.^[@bibr10-0969141315623980]^ We therefore followed the approach of Moller et al.^[@bibr11-0969141315623980]^ and used only the 11 years pre-screening, 1985--95. We fitted Poisson regression models to these within each age group as noted above. The numbers of cases and person-years by year and age group used to estimate the trends are shown in [Table 1](#table1-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"}. We projected the trends b in the model above to give predicted incidence rates by age group in the periods 1996--2000, 2001--5 and 2006--9. Table 1.Cases, person-years and incidence rate per 100,000 (in that order) by five-year age group and one-year calendar period. Incidence rates are shown in bold.198519861987198819891990**30--34**222523253425149,215151,942153,049154,082154,921154,716**14.7416.4515.0316.2321.9516.1635--39**806751686868153,066148,981147,437147,728148,740149,955**52.2744.9734.5946.0345.7245.3540--44**132133116127128145127,044138,884146,841151,804153,098152,902**103.9095.7679.0083.6683.6194.8345--49**131136146136149172101,342103,055106,780111,565118,529126,359**129.27131.97136.73121.90125.71136.1250--54**13112011313910913195,17593,65393,14494,98097,487100,154**137.64128.13121.32146.35111.81130.8055--59**133180134140122127104,604102,171100,73897,84195,68593,362**127.15176.18133.02143.09127.50136.0360--64**198213180181183156117,192113,995110,102106,550103,279101,408**168.95186.85163.48169.87177.19153.8365--69**222235238231224214114,546116,282116,441116,331116,690111,885**193.81202.09204.40198.57191.96191.2770--74**220208225230244235100,411100,954102,078103,119102,616106,104**219.10206.03220.42223.04237.78221.4875--79**21118920922122322482,08283,34784,95986,14686,64687,415**257.06226.76246.00256.54257.37256.2580--84**14214813514315818658,20859,20060,33761,22662,63463,965**243.95250.00223.74233.56252.26290.7885--89**89767687788431,83232,94333,90435,24536,18336,852**279.59230.70224.16246.84215.57227.94**19911992199319941995**30--34**3527382839154,168154,420155,650157,715160,391**22.6117.4824.4117.7524.3235--39**7681997882152,754153,792154,698155,663155,861**49.7552.6764.0050.1152.6140--44**147129157169154148,637147,194147,492148,716150,395**98.9087.64106.45113.64102.4045--49**195219239228282138,021145,869150,794152,443152,512**141.28150.13158.49149.56184.90**19911992199319941995**50--54**153137182197210101,862105,526110,351117,402125,303**150.20129.83164.93167.80167.5955--59**15315014820716991,90791,52893,37695,94298,745**166.47163.88158.50215.76171.1560--64**20118319416221499,12597,79895,08593,09090,973**202.77187.12204.03174.03235.2365--69**215196188196208108,778105,075101,72098,66797,084**197.65186.53184.82198.65214.2570--74**241256246252250107,640107,887108,019108,429104,016**221.83237.29226.27232.41240.3575--79**22122522623622687,91189,12490,18589,93093,373**251.39252.46250.60262.43242.0480--84**15019215016118165,11066,26267,44967,88568,776**230.38289.76222.39237.17263.1785--89**10690889410537,44838,46539,24540,29941,330**283.06233.98224.23233.26254.05**

Day^[@bibr12-0969141315623980]^ derives the expected incidence of symptomatic cancer in the year following a screen as $$E = I\int_{0}^{1}F(t)\text{d}t + I(1 - S)\int_{0}^{1}(1 - F(t))\text{d}t$$ where I is the expected incidence in the absence of screening, S is the screening sensitivity and F is the distribution function of the sojourn time. The first component is the incidence of cancers which have entered the preclinical screen detectable period after the screen and progressed to symptomatic disease by one year from the screen. The second component is the incidence of cancers which were already in the preclinical screen-detectable phase at the time of the screen but which were missed by the screen (hence the 1-S in the equation), then subsequently progressed to symptomatic disease within one year of the screen. The above simplifies to $$E = I(1 - S) + {IS}\int_{0}^{1}F(t)\text{d}t$$

If the sojourn time is distributed as exponential with mean 1/λ, which fits breast cancer data reasonably well,^[@bibr13-0969141315623980]^ this becomes $$E = I(1 - S) + {IS}\{\frac{\lambda + e^{- \lambda} - 1}{\lambda}\}$$

This differs slightly from the more complex formulae in Duffy et al.^[@bibr14-0969141315623980]^ as the latter apply to a general time t, not necessarily one year, and assume that tumours can remain in the preclinical detectable phase for several rounds of screening and be missed at each successive round. If we have c symptomatic cancers occurring in the year after a screen of N subjects, the log-likelihood, assuming a Poisson distribution, is $$\ln(L) = c\ln({EN}) - {EN}$$

We maximized this log-likelihood with respect to S and λ with three realizations of c and N -- the numbers of interval cancers within a year of screening and numbers of women screened in each of the three periods 1996--2000, 2001--5 and 2006--9. We estimated I as the expected incidence projecting the pre-screening trend in incidence from the 11 years prior to screening as noted above. It was not possible to derive closed-form maximum likelihood estimates, so we derived them by calculating all possible values of the log-likelihood over a grid of values of λ and S.^[@bibr13-0969141315623980]^ From the log-likelihood, we derived profile likelihood confidence intervals on S and λ.^[@bibr15-0969141315623980]^

The estimation of mean sojourn time and therefore lead time was entirely from data on symptomatic cancers, and therefore did not include overdiagnosed tumours. The estimation was carried out separately for the five-year age groups 50--54, 55--59, 60--64 and 65--69.

We estimated overdiagnosis by two methods.

Method 1 {#sec3-0969141315623980}
--------

First, we calculated the excess numbers of cancers diagnosed in ages 50--69 in 1996--2009, compared with the expected numbers from the trends in the pre-screening periods, minus any deficit in ages 70--84 compared with expected numbers from the pre-screening trends. We then used the sojourn time estimates to further subtract from the excess any screen-detected cancers expected to be symptomatically diagnosed after the period of observation (i.e. after 2009). For screen-detected cancers diagnosed in 1996--2000, the average proportion which would be expected to be symptomatically diagnosed after 2009 would be $$e^{- 11.5\lambda}$$ because the average time to the end of 2009 is 11.5 years. Similarly, the proportions of screen-detected cancers diagnosed in 2001--5 and 2006--9 would be $$e^{- 6.5\lambda}\text{and}e^{- 2\lambda}$$

Method 2 {#sec4-0969141315623980}
--------

The second method of estimation used the fact that the expected number of screen-detected cancers at a prevalent screen is $$\frac{N_{p}{IS}}{\lambda}$$ and the expected number at an incident screen is $$N_{i}\{\frac{{SI}(1 - e^{- t\lambda})}{\lambda} + \frac{{SI}(1 - e^{- t\lambda})}{\lambda}\lbrack\frac{(1 - S)e^{- t\lambda}}{1 - (1 - S)e^{- t\lambda}}\rbrack\}$$ where N~p~ is the number of prevalent screens, N~i~ the number of incident screens and t the interscreening interval, in this case two years. The last formula simplifies to $$\frac{N_{i}{SI}(1 - e^{- 2\lambda})}{\lambda}\{\frac{1}{1 - (1 - S)e^{- 2\lambda}}\}$$

The formula above differs from the round-specific formulae in Duffy et al.^[@bibr14-0969141315623980]^ for two reasons. First, because the sensitivity and sojourn time estimates are explicitly estimated from non-overdiagnosed cancers, the formula does not include a term for overdiagnosed cancers. Second, we made the simplifying assumption that a common incidence screen detection rate would apply, based on the steady-state estimate of the programme sensitivity, that is the proportion of incident cancers expected to be screen detected.^[@bibr16-0969141315623980]^ The mathematical details are given in the Appendix, available online. If we then subtract the expected numbers at prevalent and incident screens from those observed, the remainder is an estimate of the overdiagnosed cases.

These methods are best seen by illustration, as in the results below. We present, in order Results for all cancers, invasive and in situ, method 1.Results for all cancers, invasive and in situ, method 2.Results for invasive cancers only, method 1.Results for invasive cancers only, method 2.

Results {#sec5-0969141315623980}
=======

All cancers {#sec6-0969141315623980}
-----------

### Method 1 {#sec7-0969141315623980}

We first estimate overdiagnosis from all cancers, invasive and DCIS. [Table 2](#table2-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"} shows the observed numbers of breast cancers by age and period from 1996 to 2009, and expected numbers calculated by extrapolation of the annual age-specific log-linear trends in 1985--95, for ages 50--84. There were substantial excesses of cancers in the age groups 50--69 and smaller deficits at ages 70--84. The excesses at ages 50--54, 55--59, 60--64 and 65--69 were, respectively, 1108, 1280, 1197 and 1728. The deficits at ages 70--74, 75--79 and 80--84 were 287, 99 and 24. Adding the deficits observed in women aged 70--74 in 2001--2009 and 75--79 in 2006--2009 gives a deficit of 383 in cohorts which were eligible for screening after the start of the programme. Although not all of the women in these cohorts will have actually been exposed to screening, it is worth noting that this constitutes 93% (383/410) of the deficit above the age range for screening, suggesting that this deficit is indeed chiefly due to cancers detected earlier by screening. Table 2.Observed and expected breast cancers, invasive and in situ, by age and period, with person-years at risk-expected cases from 11-year time trends.AgeQuantityPeriod1996--20002001--20052006--2009Total50--54Observed cancers1806197016395415Expected cancers1314152914644307Person-years733,226736,185617,1972,086,60855--59Observed cancers1576240816285612Expected cancers1104168015484332Person-years552,441721,321579,3861,853,14860--64Observed cancers1316190618075029Expected cancers1009131715063832Person-years460,508538,061558,4231,556,99265--69Observed cancers1355156413724291Expected cancers9008717922563Person-years457,065442,206402,3461,301,61770--74Observed cancers11959467302871Expected cancers116811028883158Person-years477,081428,140329,8121,235,03375--79Observed cancers120010827473029Expected cancers121111018163128Person-years474,740426,331312,6821,213,75380--84Observed cancers90210307662698Expected cancers93210197712722Person-years360,633386,082286,0971,032,812TotalObserved cancers935010,906868928,945Expected cancers76388619778524,042Person-years3,515,6943,678,3263,085,94310,279,963

[Table 3](#table3-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"} shows the interval cancers arising within one year of a screen, number of screens prior to the interval cancer incidence and expected incidence from the extrapolated 1985--95 trends, by age group and period, with the maximum likelihood estimates of λ and S derived from these values. Table 3.Numbers of interval cancers within one year of screening, numbers of screens and expected annual incidence from 11-year pre-screening trends, by age and period, with the maximum likelihood estimates of λ and S from the interval cancer data.AgePeriodOne-year interval cancersNumber of screensOne-year interval cancer rateExpected annual incidenceProportionate interval cancer rateEstimate of λ (95% CI)Estimate of S (95% CI)50--541996--200046106,6610.000430.0017920.240.33 (0.26--0.41)0.88 (0.85--0.91)2001--2005124225,3430.000550.0020770.262006--2009118206,8480.000570.0023720.2455--591996--20004685,0720.000540.0019980.270.23 (0.16--0.31)0.84 (0.81--0.87)2001--2005149237,8840.000630.0023290.272006--2009126210,2140.00060.0026720.2260--641996--20004171,6240.000570.0021910.260.43 (0.37--0.51)0.99 (0.96--1.00)2001--200585178,9120.000480.0024480.202006--200998204,4080.000480.0026970.1865--691996--20002765,8970.000410.0019690.210.11 (0.01--0.24)0.75 (0.71--0.79)2001--200583132,4070.000630.0019700.322006--200978131,1610.000590.0019680.30

[Table 4](#table4-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"} shows the numbers of screen-detected cancers by age group and period, and the proportions and numbers of these expected not to arise symptomatically until after the end of 2009. For example, of the 480 screen-detected cancers diagnosed at ages 50--54 in 1996--2000, the expected percentage to arise symptomatically after the end of 2009 is 100 × e^−(11−5×0.33)^ = 2.25%. The expected number which would not have been diagnosed until after the period of observation is therefore 480 × 0.0225 = 11 cancers. Table 4.Total screen-detected cancers, percentages and numbers of screen-detected cancers expected not to have been diagnosed symptomatically until after 2009.AgePeriodScreen- detected cancersPercentage expected symptomatic after 2009Number expected symptomatic after 200950--541996--20004802.25112001--200596911.711132006--200990151.6946655--591996--20004347.10312001--2005134122.423012006--200995563.1360360--641996--20004470.7132001--200510756.11662006--2009117242.3249665--691996--200047228.221332001--200586348.924222006--200990580.25726Total1001433.663371

The total excess cancers diagnosed at ages 50--69 over that expected from pre-screening trends was 5313 (1108 + 1280 + 1197 + 1728). Subtracting the 410 deficit observed at ages 70--84 and the 3371 screen-detected cancers expected to arise symptomatically after 2009 gives a lead time adjusted excess of 1532 cancers. This may be regarded as an estimate of the number of overdiagnosed cancers, but there are uncertainties and qualifications to this (see 'Discussion' section). This represents 5% of the 28,945 cancers diagnosed in women aged 50--84 between 1996 and 2009; 8% of the 20,347 cancers diagnosed in women in the screening age range, 50--69, in the same period; and 15% of the 10,014 screen-detected cancers. A woman attending all 10 screens from age 50 to 69 would have roughly a 5.4% chance of a screen-detected cancer, given the average detection rate of 5.4 per thousand. Thus, she would have a risk of an overdiagnosed tumour of 8 per thousand (0.15 × .054).

### Method 2 {#sec8-0969141315623980}

To estimate overdiagnosis by our second method, we need the numbers of prevalent and incident screens by age group and period, in our screening period 1996--2009. [Table 5](#table5-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"} shows the numbers of prevalent and incident screens, and the expected yields of cancers from these, by age and period. The expected numbers of cancers are calculated as described above. For example, for age group 50--54 with λ estimated as 0.33, S as 0.88 and underlying annual incidence as 0.001792, the expected number of prevalent screen cancers is $$\frac{71786 \times 0.001792 \times 0.88}{0.33} = 343$$ Table 5.Prevalent screens, incident screens and expected numbers of screen-detected cancers by age and period.Age groupPeriodPrevalent screensExpected cancersIncident screensExpected cancers50--541996--200071,78634334,875862001--5122,183677103,1602942006--982,248520124,60040655--591996--200040,44329544,6291342001--565,535557172,3496012006--9718470203,03081360--641996--200034,57117437,0531082001--547,686269131,2264282006--9473529199,67371865--691996--200032,00243033,8951122001--535,22547397,1823222006--9261535128,546426Total546,21338721,310,2184448

The expected number of incident screen cancers is $$\frac{34875 \times 0.88 \times 0.001792 \times (1 - e^{- 2 \times 0.33})}{0.33}{{\quad\quad\quad} \times \{\frac{1}{1 - (1 - 0.88)e^{- 2 \times 0.33}}\} = 86}$$

The total number of screen-detected cancers expected was 3872 + 4448 = 8320. Subtracting this from the 10,014 observed screen-detected cancers gives 1694 cancers estimated to be overdiagnosed, although again there are uncertainties and qualifications to this (see 'Discussion' section). This would represent 6% of cancers diagnosed at ages 50--84, 8% of cancers diagnosed at ages 50--69 and 17% of screen-detected cancers. This would translate to an absolute risk of nine per thousand in a woman attending all scheduled screens in the programme.

Invasive cancers only {#sec9-0969141315623980}
---------------------

### Method 1 {#sec10-0969141315623980}

We then estimate overdiagnosis from invasive cancers only. [Table 6](#table6-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"} shows the observed numbers of invasive breast cancers by five-year age and period groups from 1996 to 2009; expected numbers calculated by projecting the annual age-specific log-linear trends in 1985--95 and person-years for ages 50--84. As with the total cancers, invasive and DCIS, significant excess numbers of invasive cancers were observed in the screening age groups 50--69, and smaller deficits above the screening age groups 70--84. The excesses at ages 50--54, 55--59, 60--64 and 65--69 were, respectively, 935, 1020, 885 and 1360. The deficits at ages 70--74, 75--79 and 80--84 were 288, 124 and 23. [Table 7](#table7-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"} shows the invasive interval cancers diagnosed within one year of a screen, numbers of screens and expected annual incidence from pre-screening trends, by age and period, with the maximum likelihood estimates of λ and S derived from the interval cancer data. Table 6.Observed and expected breast cancers, invasive only, by age and period, with person-years at risk-expected cases from 11-year time trends.AgeQuantityPeriod1996--20002001--20052006--2009Total50--54Observed cancers1598171913864703Expected cancers1199133712323768Person-years733,226736,185617,1972,086,60855--59Observed cancers1412209914344945Expected cancers1034152513663925Person-years552,441721,321579,3861,853,14860--64Observed cancers1202168415814467Expected cancers965123313843582Person-years460,508538,061558,4231,556,99265--69Observed cancers1224139711973818Expected cancers8748347502458Person-years457,065442,206402,3461,301,61770--74Observed cancers11248906842698Expected cancers112310398242986Person-years477,081428,140329,8121,235,03375--79Observed cancers115910406942893Expected cancers118110607763017Person-years474,740426,331312,6821,213,75380--84Observed cancers88110057492635Expected cancers9169957472658Person-years360,633386,082286,0971,032,812TotalObserved cancers86009834772526,159Expected cancers72928023707922,394Person-years3,515,6943,678,3263,085,94310,279,963 Table 7.Numbers of invasive interval cancers within one year of screening, numbers of screens and expected annual incidence from pre-screening trends, by age and period, with the maximum likelihood estimates of λ and S from the interval cancer data.AgePeriodOne-year interval cancersNumber of screensOne-year interval cancer rateExpected annual incidenceProportionate interval cancer rateEstimate of λEstimate of S50--541996--200044106,6610.000410.0016350.250.26 (0.18--0.35)0.83 (0.80--0.86)2001--2005114225,3430.000510.0018160.282006--2009110206,8480.000530.0019960.2755--591996--20004385,0720.000510.0018720.270.46 (0.38--0.55)0.92 (0.89--0.95)2001--2005141237,8840.000590.0021140.282006--2009120210,2140.000570.0023580.2460--641996--20004071,6240.000560.0020960.270.10 (0.04--0.17)0.84 (0.82--0.86)2001--200583178,9120.000460.0022920.202006--200991204,4080.000450.0024780.1865--691996--20002565,8970.000380.0019120.200.17 (0.06--0.30)0.77 (0.73--0.81)2001--200580132,4070.00060.0018860.322006--200976131,1610.000580.0018640.31

The numbers of invasive screen-detected cancers by five-year age and period groups and the percentages and numbers of invasive screen-detected cancers not to have been diagnosed symptomatically until after 2009 are shown in [Table 8](#table8-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"}. Table 8.Total invasive screen-detected cancers, percentages and numbers of invasive screen-detected cancers expected not to have been diagnosed symptomatically until after 2009.AgePeriodInvasive screen-detected cancersPercentage expected symptomatic after 2009Number expected symptomatic after 200950--541996--20003795.03192001--200579718.451472006--200969659.4541455--591996--20003420.5022001--200511005.03552006--200979639.8531760--641996--200038431.661222001--200591352.204772006--200997981.8780265--691996--200039414.16562001--200573533.122432006--200975471.18537Total826938.583190

The total excess of invasive cancers diagnosed at ages 50--69 over that expected from pre-screening trends was 4200 (935 + 1020 + 885 + 1360). Subtracting the deficit of 435 cancers observed at ages 70--84 and the 3190 screen-detected cancers expected to be diagnosed symptomatically after 2009 gives a lead time adjusted excess of 575 cancers. This represents 2% of the 26,159 invasive cancers diagnosed in women aged 50--84 between 1996 and 2009; 3% of the 17,933 invasive cancers diagnosed in women in the screening age range, 50--69, in the same period; and 7% of the 8269 invasive screen-detected cancers. This would mean an absolute risk of three per thousand of an overdiagnosed invasive tumour in a woman attending all scheduled programme screens.

### Method 2 {#sec11-0969141315623980}

To estimate overdiagnosis by our second method, we again use the numbers of prevalent and incident screens by age group and period, in our screening period 1996--2009. [Table 9](#table9-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"} shows the numbers of prevalent and incident screens, and the expected invasive cancers diagnosed from these, by age and period. Table 9.Prevalent screens, incident screens and expected numbers of invasive screen-detected cancers by age and period.Age groupPeriodPrevalent screensExpected cancersIncident screensExpected cancers50--541996--200071,78637534,875822001--5122,183708103,1602702006--982,248524124,60035855--591996--200040,44315144,6291042001--565,535277172,3494532006--9718434203,03059560--641996--200034,57160937,0531362001--547,686918131,2265272006--9473599199,67386765--691996--200032,00227733,8951012001--535,22530197,1822862006--9261522128,546374Total546,21342951,310,2184153

The total number of invasive screen-detected cancers expected was 4295 + 4153 = 8448. Subtracting this from the 8269 observed invasive screen-detected cancers gives a deficit of 179 cancers. This suggests that there is no overdiagnosis of invasive cancers only. Because the first method gave an estimate of 575 cancers overdiagnosed (7% of screen detected), the true value is likely to lie between the two.

Discussion {#sec12-0969141315623980}
==========

Overdiagnosis in cancer screening is notoriously difficult to estimate. As is common practice in the physical sciences, when a quantity is difficult to measure, we measure it more than once and by different methods. Both methods took account of lead time effects and (relatively) short-term pre-screening incidence trends. Our first method calculated the total observed cancers in the screening period and age range, and subtracted from these the total expected from pre-screening trends, the deficit observed above the screening age range and the number of screen-detected cancers which would have been expected to arise symptomatically only after the period of observation, but the diagnosis of which was brought forward to our period of observation by lead time. The result of this subtraction was our first estimate of overdiagnosis. The second method took advantage of the fact that only screen-detected cancers can be overdiagnosed. It calculated expected numbers of screen-detected cancers at prevalent and incident screens, based on underlying incidence projected from pre-screening trends, estimated screening sensitivity and sojourn time. The excess of total observed screen-detected cancers over total expected gave a second estimate of overdiagnosis. The estimates from Methods 1 and 2 are not independent, being based on the same estimates of sensitivity and mean sojourn time. Thus, it might be expected that they would be of similar magnitude. One might argue that Method 2 is to be preferred as being the more direct. However, when a quantity can never be measured perfectly, it is desirable to measure it more than once, using different methods.

The use of projected incidence rates from the pre-screening period to estimate the underlying incidence has a crucial rationale in two areas. First, it means that there is an estimate of excess incidence compared with an independent estimate of the expected incidence in the absence of screening. Second, it affords estimation of sojourn time using cancers which were not screen detected (and therefore by definition not overdiagnosed), in that in addition to using only interval cancers from the screening period, the underlying incidence estimate was derived from pre-screening data. Thus, we avoided over-correction for lead time (and consequent underestimation of overdiagnosis) arising from use of lead time estimates which include overdiagnosed cancers.^[@bibr7-0969141315623980]^

These results suggest that overdiagnosis of all cancers, invasive and in situ, constituted 5--6% of cancers diagnosed in women aged 50--84 in 1996--2009 and 15--17% of screen-detected cancers in the same period. For invasive cancers alone, the corresponding figures were 0--2% of invasive cancers diagnosed at age 50--84 and 0--7% (indeed one estimate was −2%) of screen-detected cancers. This suggests that most of the overdiagnosis in the Norwegian programme was due to DCIS. There are a number of qualifications to these estimates. First, while the estimates of λ tend generally to be smaller (implying longer lead times) for older subjects, they do not fall monotonically with age. Similarly, we did not observe a clear trend of increasing sensitivity with age. The restriction to interval cancer rates as the data resource for estimation probably adds an element of uncertainty. Second, we had to make the assumption that sojourn time in interval cancers is the same as sojourn time in a general unscreened population. Due to the converse of length bias, interval cancers may have a shorter sojourn time than the general tumour population. If this is the case, however, our estimates will be conservative, so they will not lead to underestimation of overdiagnosis. Third, it would be useful to have a longer period of screening exposure to study, which would give better estimates of the deficit, if any, after screening stops.

Some unusual observations arise in the data. First, the number of cancers at ages 55--59, especially but not exclusively in 2001--2005, is particularly high ([Tables 2](#table2-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"}, [4](#table4-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"}, [6](#table6-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"} and [8](#table8-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"}). This is largely due to the considerable amount of screening activity, especially incident screening, in this age group ([Table 5](#table5-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"}). Second, under our second method, there was a higher expected number of screen-detected invasive cancers than the expected total. This was due to a particularly high estimated number of prevalent screen cancers at ages 60--64, which was in turn due to the very low estimate of λ for this group ([Tables 7](#table7-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"} and [9](#table9-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"}). The upper confidence interval on λ for this group would reduce the expected screen-detected invasive cancers to well below the expected number for total cancers invasive and in situ. This suggests that uncertainty in estimation of λ, and sensitivity of expected numbers to the estimate, is a limitation of this study.

However, it should be noted that whatever method is used to estimate overdiagnosis, the longer the period of observation, the better.^[@bibr17-0969141315623980]^ Given that the definition of overdiagnosis pertains to the lifetime of the patient, long follow-up is clearly desirable. In our data, we have relatively little person-time in women exposed to screening but who are now above the screening age range. A further five years of observation would yield considerable data on women in whom screening has stopped, an invaluable data source for estimation of overdiagnosis. A target for the future is to investigate whether the post-screening deficit occurs earlier for the four counties which started screening earlier than in the rest of Norway.^[@bibr8-0969141315623980]^

Excess incidence tended to be highest in the oldest screening age group, 65--69. This is consistent with overdiagnosis being greater at older ages, due to shorter future life expectancy and longer lead times. Interestingly, there was not a strong difference in proportions of in situ tumours by age ([Tables 2](#table2-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"} and [6](#table6-0969141315623980){ref-type="table"}). In 1996--2000, 12% of tumours in the 50--54 group were in situ compared with 10% at ages 65--69. The corresponding estimates for 2001--2005 were 13% versus 11%, and for 2006--2009 15% versus 13%. This suggests that there is a greater proportional contribution of invasive cancers to the higher overdiagnosis rates at older ages. We also used data on the use of hormone replacement therapy to predict the incidence rates in the screening period, but we obtained similar results. Our analysis was restricted to women of screening age (50--69). Whilst we acknowledge that some screen-detected cancers could occur outside of this age range, in our dataset, only 152 (1.5%) of the screen-detected cancers were diagnosed below age 50, and only 174 (1.7%) at ages 70 or more, thus with so few screen-detected cancers occurring outside of 50--69, we believe that only including women of screening age 50--69 is most appropriate. Our second method of estimation indicated that overdiagnosis was mainly a phenomenon of incident rather than prevalent screens, which is unusual.^[@bibr1-0969141315623980],[@bibr2-0969141315623980]^ There were in total 546,213 prevalent screens, resulting in 2860 (5.2 per thousand) invasive cancers and 625 (1.1 per thousand) in situ, a total of 3485 cancers. There were 1,310,218 incident screens, with 5409 (4.1 per thousand) invasive cases detected and 1120 (0.9 per thousand) in situ, a total of 6529. The total expected prevalent cases was 3485, exceeding the observed numbers, whereas the total expected incident cases was 4448, suggesting a considerable excess of observed incident cancers. This may indicate a low sensitivity at the start of the programme, improving with time, as has been observed elsewhere.^[@bibr18-0969141315623980]^ Also, the absolute number of DCIS cases diagnosed at incident screens was approximately double the number diagnosed at prevalent screening, and the percentage of screen-detected cancers which were DCIS was the same in incident and prevalent screens (details available from the authors). This contrasts with other programmes in which the proportion of DCIS is lower at incident screens.^[@bibr19-0969141315623980]^

Our estimates of overdiagnosis are rather higher than those estimated by Njor et al. in the Danish breast screening programme.^[@bibr20-0969141315623980]^ Also, inclusion of DCIS considerably increased our estimates, but did not significantly change estimates in the Danish programme. The first difference may be due to the longer follow-up since the start of screening in the Danish estimates. We suspect that with longer follow-up of the Norwegian programme, there will be greater opportunity to observe post-screening deficits, and more modest estimates of overdiagnosis will emerge. In considering the greater influence of DCIS in the Norwegian programme, it is worth noting that in the screening period in Norway, 9.6% of cancers were DCIS, whereas in Denmark the figures were 5.4% in Copenhagen and 5.8% in Funen.^[@bibr20-0969141315623980]^ There may have been more aggressive workup of calcifications leading to greater diagnosis of DCIS in the Norwegian programme.

Overall our results indicated 1532--1692 cancers, invasive and in situ, overdiagnosed. This amounts to 15--17% of screen-detected cancers, and with the 1,856,431 screening episodes, one overdiagnosed cancer per 1100--1200 screening episodes, or one overdiagnosed cancer per 111--112 women attending all 10 scheduled screens between ages 50 and 69. The corresponding figures for invasive cancers only were -2 to 7% of screen-detected cancers, that is estimates ranging from no overdiagnosis at all to 575 overdiagnosed cancers, one per 3200 screening episodes. These figures require confirmation with longer follow-up in the screening period.
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